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Jude Deveraux's beloved bestseller has captivated readers the world over; now in a special edition

featuring new material, this timeless love story greets a new generation.Once upon a time...as a fair

maiden lay weeping upon a cold tombstone, her heartfelt desire was suddenly made real before her:

tall, broad of shoulder, attired in gleaming silver and gold, her knight in shining armor had come to

rescue his damsel in distress....  Abandoned by her lover, thoroughly modern Dougless

Montgomery finds herself alone and brokenhearted in an old English church. She never dreamed

that a love more powerful than time awaited her there...until Nicholas Stafford, Earl of Thornwyck, a

sixteenth-century knight, appeared. Drawn to him by a bond so sudden and compelling that it defied

reason, Dougless knew that Nicholas was nothing less than a miracle: a man who would not seek to

change her, who found her perfect just as she was. But she could not know how strong were the

chains that tied them to the pastâ€”or the grand adventure that lay before them.
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Okay, I'll say it. This is the first time I've read Jude Deveraux and I can't believe I haven't read her

before! A Knight in Shining Armor is a wonderful, funny and touching book.In 1988 Douglass



Montgomery is on holiday with her live-in boyfriend in England. After a huge fight with him and his

daughter Douglass is left behind with no money or passport. In grief she goes to the nearby church

and cries out that she wishes she had a knight in shining armor. Low and behold Nicholas Stafford,

the earl of Thornwyck appears out of sixteenth century England. At first Douglass doesn't believe

him that he's from the sixteenth century. She finds his way of dress strange, his talk ridiculous and

the fact that he doesn't know what a car is or how to use the bathroom is outrageous! Well,

eventually Nicholas wins over Douglass and the two are set to finding out who tried to set Nicholas

up for treason in Elizabethian times.After finding no answers, Nicholas finally resigns himself that he

will stay in the 20th century and that Douglass is the love of his life. As soon as the two fall in love,

poof! Nicholas is gone back in time. Douglass is at a loss, especially since history has altered and

Nicholas was beheaded for crimes he did not commit. She is determined to find the answers to clear

his name. But as soon as she finds her answers she is wisked back in time to 1560 and finds

herself at Nicholas's home, before he was an earl and everybody was happy, although Nicholas

does not remember her.Douglass must win over Nicholas's trust to change history again, knowing

that once it is changed she will be dragged back to the twentieth century.This story was wonderful! I

highly recommend it to anyone, especially time travel lovers.
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